
Please Unlock @tibettruth 

Attention Of Twitter @Support

Our Twitter account @tibettruth is run by volunteers who are dedicated activists that seek 
to increase understanding and knowledge about the plight of Tibet and its people. We are 
very grateful to have been part of the Twitter community since 2009 and have in that time 
made many fabulous friends who share our concern and support our activism to expose 
and challenge China's tyranny. 

As an issue Tibet is often overlooked or ignored by the media and so in part our presence 
on Twitter serves as a valuable source of information on Tibet, reaching people who 
otherwise would be dependent upon a mainstream media that in truth jumped into bed with
China's regime.

Earlier today there was a massive earthquake which struck Nepal inflicting terrible 
suffering, loss-of-life and destruction, this was actively reported across Twitter. 
Unfortunately what was not being made known was that Tibet too was struck by the same 
seismic eruption and that houses had been destroyed with reports of injury and loss of life.

Being an account dedicated to providing factual tweets on Tibet we thought it important to 
inform people that areas of Tibet had also been hit by the earthquake and we included a 
map displaying the zone and marking clearly Tibet, along with Nepal.

This was tweeted manually to those who had shown and posted an interest and concern at
events, it was done so not as a malicious attempt to spam, nor was it an automatic 
process, but was posted to make sure that interested folks realized the full extent of the 
quake and its impact upon Tibet. At no stage did we feel to be in violation of Twitter's policy
and thought only to share an important news item that clarified the situation.

Imagine then our disappointment and surprise to learn that our account has been locked 
on the basis that our actions were deemed to be suspicious and possible automated 
behavior. It maybe that some technical issue can explain this action, as we understand 
only a couple of months ago it was reported that Twitter has locked the account of 
thousands of users, which was stated to be the fault of an automated tool you use. See 
here:  http://techcrunch.com/2015/02/10/twitter-account-locked/

Whatever the case we appeal to Twitter to please restore and unlock @tibettruth 
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